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Abstract. This paper presents several results concering the perturbation of the solution vector 
to an linear complementarity problem LCP(q, M) ss a function of changes in the input data 
(q,W. 
The field of variational inequality and complementarity problems has now reached the stage 
where more attention has shifted to the theory of sensitivity analysis. Over the past decade, 
an increasing number of studies have focused on this area [l]. From a theoretical viewpoint, 
sensitivity analysis (comparative statics) is the first direct extension of the basic equilibrium 
concept. However, it is also very important from a practical point of view since the impact of 
the variations in the model parameters on solutions can be significant. Through the implicit 
function theorem, sensitivity analysis describes how the current equilibrium will respond to 
the small random disturbances of the parameters. In the case of the linear complementarity 
problem LCP(q, M), several perturbation results are known [2]. This paper presents several 
new results related to the convexity of basis sets for the LCP(q, M). These results find use 
in the analysis of stochastic perturbations to the LCP(q, M) which is presented in [3]. 
The linear complementarity problem, denoted by LCP(q, M), is to find a vector z E ?I?; 
such that 
(q+Mxy-x=0 q+MxER”+ 
where M is an n x n real matrix and q E 3”. 
We define Mi to be the ith row of M, M’ to be the jth column of M and qi to be the 
ith element of q. Let I< C (1,. . . , n}; by MK we mean the rows of M indexed by I<, by 
MK we mean the columns of M indexed by K, and by qK we mean the subvector of q with 
components in K. Let J C (1,. . . , n}; we define MKJ to be the submatrix of M whose 
rows and columns are indexed by I< and J respectively. 
For a given matrix M and vector q, denote a solution of the LCP(q, M) by x(q, M) = 
(x$9 xTNjT where all the components of 28 are positive, and all the components of XN are 
zero. If x(q1, Ml) = (x&, ~5,)~ and x(qz, Ma) = (x$:,,x&)~ with Bi = Bz, we shall 
say that LCP(q, M) has the same solution basis at (ql, MI) and (qz, Mz). Denote all pairs 
of (q, M) which generate the same basis B as (q(B), M(B)); then, a mapping from B to 
(q(B), M(B)) is point-t o-set. For convenience, we shall call (q(B), M(B)), or sometimes 
M(B) when q is constant, the basis set corresponding to B. 
We shall assume for simplicity that the LCP(q, M) h as a unique solution for each pair 
(q, M). We also assume that all the principal minors of M are not zero. Clearly, a sufficient 
condition for the above two conditions to hold is that M is a P-matrix (positive principal 
minors). 
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Let us consider the cae where the jth column of M is parametric. Define the jth column 
ofMa8M=(mlj,... , mnj)= and assume that the perturbations to mij are bounded (i.e., 
ei 5 mij 5 bi Vi). The remainder of the columns of M are assumed to be fixed. 
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward and thus, will be omitted. 
LEMMA 1. Let the LCP(q, M) have a solution 2 = (c$, z;)’ with the basis B at Mj = c 
and j E N. Then x is the unique solution of the LCP(q, M) over the region 
R = {M’ 1 mij E [ai, bi] Vi}. 
If j E B, then x is the unique solution of the LCP(q, M) over the region 
520 = {Mj I7FJij = Ci 
Vi E B and mij E [ci,bi] Vi E N), 
where ci is the ith element of c. 
The main result of this paper is: 
THEOREM 1. Let the LCP(q, M) have same solution basis B at Mj = cl and Mj = ~2. 
Then the LCP(q, M) has the same basis at any point c = oc2 + (1 - CY)C~ VCY E [0, 11; i.e., 
the basis set Mj(B) is convex. 
Proof: The statement is clearly true if j E N, so we assume j E B. Let 
D(Q) = detMm(cl), D(ca) = detMm(cz), 
and 
ca = Cl +e. 
Let 
MBB\k be the matrix obtained from replacing MkB by QB, and 
Dk(Cl) = detMBB\(cl), Dk(c2) = detMq(cd. 
Prom the property of determinant, we have 
Dk(C2) = 
Dk(Cl) + ok(t) k # j,k E B 
Dk(Cl) k = j. 
Since j E B, tj(cl) = $$$ > 0, zj(cs) = $&$J > 0, it follows that II(cz) and D(cl) 
have the same sign. Hence, &(C2) and &(Cl) have the same sign. 
Since D(c) = D(cr) + aD(t), 
Dh(c) = 
Dk(c)+QDk(<) k#j,kEB 
Do k = j. 
Hence, D(c) has the same sign as D(Q), and Dk(C) haa the same sign ~19 Dk(c1). Conse- 
quently, we have 
Dk (c) irk(C) = - 
D(c) 
>0 VkEB. 
Next, we have to show that 
MIVB(~)X~(C) + qN 2 0. 
Since 
M~o(cl)za(cl) + qN 1 0, MNB(~z)xB(~z) + qN 2 0, 
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replace ZB(Q) by &, L = 1,2 where 
df =(DkI(C(),... ,Dk,,,(~l))~ ki EB, i= l,... ,m,e= 1,2. 
We have either 
(ll) ~~NB(c1)c-h + QND(Cl) 2 0 
JfNdcz)d2 + qNWc2) 2 0 
if D(ci) > 0; or 
(e2) MNdCl)dl + qND(Cl) 5 0 
MNB(c2)d2 + QND(c2) 5 0 
if D(cr) < 0. 
Notice that 
MNB(c2) = MNB(Cl) + U(EN), dz=dl+dc,, D(c2) = D(Q) + qh?) 
where u(&) is a 1 N 1 X 1 B 1 matrix with the j’* column being [N and elsewhere being 
zero. Hence, 
MNB(cz)& + qND(C2) = (MNB(cl) + U(tN))(dl + &B) + QN(D(cl) + %B)) 
= hINB(Cl)dl + qND(Cl) + MNB(Cl)dtB + !?ND(<B) + oj(Cl)<N* 
The last three terms of above equality are linear in t because fi’N~(ci) and Dj(c1) do not 
contain t. Thus, 
AfNB(c)d + QND(c) = MNB(ci)di + QND(c1) + a(MNB(cr)d<B + qND(eB) + Dj(cr)&)* 
This implies that n/lNB(C)d+qND( ) 1 c ias the same sign as MNB (cl) d( + qN D( cl) for !! = 1,s 
and therefore, MNB(C)ZS(C)+ qN 2 0. cl 
Two immediate consequences of this theorem are: 
Corollary 1 Let the LCP(q, M) have a solution z(q, M) = (zz, c:)~ at Mj = c, where 
B is the basis that x belongs to and Rg is the corresponding basis set. Then the solution 
at any point c + < E flo can be expressed by 
xB(c+t) = xl3(c)- stc)tB 
1 + Sj (C)<B 'j(') (1) 
XN = 0 (2) 
where S(c) = Mii(c) and Sj(C) is the j”* rOW Of S(C). 
Proof: Let U be a I B I x I B I matrix wit,11 jth column being tn and the rest being zero, 
then Mn~(c + <) = MBB(C) + U. From the matrix theory, 
(A + U)-’ = A-’ - A-‘U(I + A-lU)-lA-’ 
and thus, we have 
S(C + 0 = (m3B(C + r>>-’ 
= S(c) - S(c)U(I + S(c)U)-‘S(c) 
= S(C) - (1 + Sj(C)[B)-lVS(C) 
where V is a 1 B 1 x ( B 1 matrix with jth column being S(C)<B and the rest being zero. 
Rence, 
xEI(c + 0 = S(c - GE 
= -S(c)qO + (1 + sj (C)[B )-l VS(C)qB 
= XB(C) - (I+ Sj(C)[B)-lVtB(C) 
= tB(C) - (1 + Sj(C)tB)-‘Xj(C) 
AML 2:4-G 
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and ZN(C + e) = 0, p rovided that c + < E 52~. cl 
Corollary 2 The solution t of the LCP(q, M) is differentiable at any point c E fig which 
is strictly interior to the set SZe, and the derivatives are given by 
dxL3 (c) 
- = -S(C)Xj(C), 
8cB 
8xB (c) - = 0, 
8cN 
where S(c) = M;;(c). 
derivatives of 2. 
Finally, the following 
It can be seen that there also exists second-order and third-order 
proposition provides the characterization of the basis set a~: 
Proposition 1 Let the LCP(q, M) have a solution z(q, M) = (zz, &)’ at Mj = c, where 
B is the basis belonging to x. Then the basis set fig is polyhedral and is given by 
Dk(c + [) > OVL E B\j; 
D(c + c) > 0; 
MNB(c+~)&+~ +mD(C+~) 2 0 
ifDj >0 
flB = 
ai 5 ci + <i 5 biVi I 
Dn(c + t) < OVk E B\_i; 
D(c + r) < 0; 
MNB( c + t)d,+~ + qND(C + r) 5 0 
if Dj < 0 
ai 5 ci + <i 5 biVi I 
Proof: The above expression is equivalent to 
(4 z~(c+O > 0; 
(ii) MN&C + t)X~(c + t) + QND(C + t) 2 0; 
(iii) c+[ E R. 
However, all the constraints above are linear in I, so Stg is polyhedral. cl 
We have discussed the one parametric column LCP(q,M) and left the one parametric 
row LCP(q, M) untouched. Actually, all the conclusions for the column case remain valid 
except that we need a stronger assumption to ensure the convex property of the basis sets. 
Intuitively, unlike the one column case where only one variable is directly affected by the 
random vector, when there is a random row, all variables are directly influenced. To ensure 
convexity, we have to assume that M is a P-matrix for all perturbations, i.e., M is a P- 
matrix for all possible value of a given row of M. The proof of the convexity and other 
properties are analogous to those above and will be skipped. 
The above results provide a new characterization of the convexity of the basis set of 
an LCP(q, M) under row or column perturbations. The convexity of such a set under 
more general perturbations is unlikely. For example, consider a rather simple case in which 
A4 = M(0) +tQ where M(0) and Q are given matrices and t E R’ is a scalar perturbation 
parameter. Assume tha.t for all values of 2, M is positive definite. As the following example 
shows, the basis set of the solution is neither convex nor connected even with positive definite 
matrices for all values of the perturbation. Let 
Al(O) = (;Ij4$ Q= (_:” ;,4:o) 
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q = (-4, -5, -6)? 
Clearly, M(0) is positive definite. The unique solution for LCP(q,M(O)) is cl = 30/13, 
22 = 22113, and x3 = 21126. 
Let t = 1, then 
M(1) = M(0) + & = 
is also positive definite, and the solution for LCP(q, M( 1)) is tl = 4/23, x2 = 49/13, and 
x3 = 13/46. IIence, the LCP(q,M) has the same basis at t = 0 and t = 1. 
Let t = l/2, then 
hf(1/2) = M(0) + Q/2 = 
( $i3 ::,t 3) 
which is positive definite as well. The solution for LCP(q, M(1/2)) is xl = 0, e2 = 13/18, 
and 23 = 29/26; the basis at t = l/2 is different. 
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